Reviews
The only brand I mess with The terpenes are there
its fresher than most legal flower and the effects
are delightful! Definitely recommend 5.0
Good tasting...interesting smoke. Nice sweet taste
with good looking buds

INDICADOMINANT
HYBRID

Holdfast

THC 15-20% CBD <2%

...This is the holy grail of cannabis. At only18.9% this hit harder and lasted long than the
21 - 23% stuff I usually get. The quality is that of a personally home grown and “babied
from birth” plant. It’s beautiful. 10 out of 5. This is my new stuff

10 out of 10. Reef Does It Again
Today we discuss...Holdfast a Reef high end Indica hybrid, and it is a very potent strain.
The aroma is orangey and pinaeappley, and the taste combines with a nice earthy
flavour... it has nice dense buds which crumble nicely in your fingers and fluffs well.
This strain is a very heady high, more for a couch locked kinda day or night. Reef uses
organic, living soil, and are developing good quality products, certainly worth picking up
for the price you pay. “
...I bought an 1/8 around Christmas. It was solid...
...Picked up some of the Holdfast, packaged mid Nov, 20%. Left it on an Integra pack for
a few days and last night decided to try it. In the Arizer Solo it vaped nicely. The pineapple
or citrus cake through well. Nice head based buzz initially then a solid body relaxation. A
price competitor for Broken Coast here in ON. I was not disappointed
...Opened the package amazing, strong smell. Buds small with a lot of tiny popcorn
buds. Surprisingly not dry at all even with no hydration pack in container. Lots of orange
hairs and quite a bit of frost. Smoked smooth and light. Great flavours. Two bowls out
of a glass spoon and I’m feeling pretty damn fine. Intense body relax and a very happy
head... effects were nice and lasted a long time which is nice for a change. ...I don’t mind
paying a bit more for quality product, especially locally grown. I’d rather pay a bit more
for a decent product that is regulated than some garbage that’s not.
...trying Reef Holdfast last night. It’s a great strain that I don’t see mentioned much...
Holdfast has a great hybrid buzz for me. Initially racy but smooths out to a great body
buzz.
...White Shark: Look A - varying shades of green, dense trichs & red hairs; Feel B Smushy & dense, smaller buds; Smell A+ Intense forest with minty touch; Taste A - rich
flavour & taste with easy touch; Effects A - Front & Center
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